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B
ecause most public libraries keep records of how many people visit them each month and of 
how many items they circulate, we usually have a pretty good idea of the popularity of our librar-
ies and of our collections. Our picture of the various reasons why people go to public libraries in 
the first place is less clear. The traditional view has been that people use public libraries to find 
information. For example, the mission statement of the Phoenix Public Library is “to foster an 
informed and literate community with information resources and works of the imagination.”1 

But is information the only significant motivator for public library use? And what about teenagers? Are there 
other reasons why they use public libraries? 

Research Questions
This study sought to create a model of the various reasons why teens use public libraries, based on informa-
tion gathered directly from teen library users. It also set out to answer two related research questions: (1) 
What are the basic purposes for which young adults use public libraries? and (2) How can public libraries 
adapt their services to better match teens’ reasons for using them? 

Literature Review
This study builds on two areas of research: (1) teens’ use of public libraries, and (2) the role of the public 
library in modern society. 
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Teens and Public Libraries
A number of recent studies have investigated teens’ 
public library use and perceptions. In an often-cited 
article, Meyers described the results of a Public 
Libraries As Partners in Youth Development initia-
tive that involved talking to teens about their views 
of public libraries. The study concluded that most 
teens thought of public libraries as unwelcoming and 
“uncool.”2 The project leaders suggested that “teens 
want a multiple-use [library] space, offering both a 
place for quiet study and space to socialize.”3 Agosto 
and Hughes-Hassell’s study of urban young adults’ 
everyday life information needs led to a similar con-
clusion about teens’ perceptions of public libraries. 
The study participants:

conveyed a negative attitude toward libraries and 
librarians and reported frustration with many of 
the same aspects of library service such as strict 
rules, unpleasant staff, lack of culturally relevant 
materials, dreary physical spaces, and limited 
access to technology.4

Bishop and Bauer used surveys and interviews to 
ask public librarians and teens to evaluate strategies 
for bringing young adults into libraries. They con-
cluded that “The majority of the teens said they came 
to the library to study, to do assignments, and to use 
the Internet.”5 

Hughes-Hassell and Miller surveyed public librar-
ians about their reasons for creating and maintaining 
library Web sites for young adults. The results indi-
cated that “most responding librarians tended to use 
their young adult library Web pages to provide refer-
ence assistance, educational support, and commu-
nity information for teens . . . These services, which 
address the public library’s goal of supporting stu-
dent learning, represent the traditional role that the 
public expects their community’s libraries to play.”6 

Cook, Parker, and Pettijohn surveyed more than 
600 teens about their public library use.7 They 
learned that teens visit public libraries for research 
purposes, to check out books, and to enjoy the res-
taurants. They found positive perceptions of libraries 
to decline as teens age, and they found girls to rate 
library services more positively than boys. 

Most recently, Abram suggested that in addition 
to “thinking skills, information literacy training, and 
great collections,” technological skills are the essen-
tial public library services for today’s young adults.8 

Across nearly all of the studies reviewed here, the 
most commonly mentioned reasons for teens’ pub-
lic library use are for information-related purposes, 
such as homework needs and computer access. 

Together these studies point to the provision of infor-
mation as a crucial role of public library services for 
young adults.

Public Library Roles
Studies of the public library’s purpose in modern 
society have generally included information provi-
sion as the chief role. For example, Wilson explained 
that “It is a given that reading is fundamental to the 
business that libraries provide.”9 Similarly, Bohrer 
described early literacy centers at a number of public 
libraries and offered suggestions for promoting early 
literacy.10 Scrogham suggested that the future success 
of the public library in the United States depends on 
a continuing commitment to the library as a place for 
reading and exchanging ideas. He stressed that the 
library is primarily “a place for books and reading.”11

Some authors have identified additional roles for 
public libraries. For instance, in his discussion of the 
importance of the physical library in the digital era, 
Crawford said that physical libraries are important as 
study spaces, reading spaces, and research spaces—
all of which relate to information provision and infor-
mation gathering. He also stressed that libraries are 
important meeting spaces, a role that is not tied to 
information provision.12 Sullivan even went so far as 
to contradict the notion of public libraries as infor-
mation providers. He asserted that “libraries are not 
predominantly information centers,” but community 
spaces above all.13 

Nonetheless, it seems that the public views their 
libraries as information providers first and fore-
most. A recent study supported by the Americans 
for Libraries Council and the Bill and Melinda Gates 
Foundation asked 458 American adults to identify 
the top service priorities of public libraries. The most 
common answers were the provision of books and 
reference materials, and the availability of knowl-
edgeable, friendly librarians. About two-thirds of 
the respondents felt that providing computers and 
online services also were high priorities. 14 Even more 
significantly, a recent OCLC survey of public attitudes 
toward libraries showed that the public overwhelm-
ingly equates public libraries with books. The report 
concluded that “‘Books’ is the library brand. There is 
no runner-up.”15

Finally, it is important to consider what PLA sees 
as the main roles of the public library. Nearly ten 
years ago, PLA identified a set of thirteen essential 
service areas: basic literacy, business and career 
information, commons, community referral, con-
sumer information, cultural awareness, current 
topics and titles, formal learning support, general 
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information, government information, information 
literacy, lifelong learning, and local history and gene-
alogy. 16 Twelve of these thirteen roles are tied to the 
idea of the public library as information provider. 
PLA is in the process of revising this list of core ser-
vices; the final report should be completed in early 
2007. 17 It will be interesting to see if the new list 
emphasizes information provision as heavily. 

Editor’s note: The 2007 Public Library Service 
responses are now available as a Digital Download 
on the ALA Online Store. Visit www.pla.org for more 
information.

Method
A three-part survey relating to teen library use was 
designed, pretested, and administered in two public 
libraries. This article will focus on survey Parts One 
and Two.18 Part One asked a series of basic demo-
graphic questions concerning age, sex, frequency of 
public library use, frequency of school library use, 
and home computer access. Part Two asked three 
open-ended questions: “Why did you come to the 
library today?” “What kinds of information do you 
look for at the library?” and “What kinds of informa-
tion do you need that you can’t find at the library?” 

The Test Libraries 
The young adult (YA) librarians at the Sellers Library, 
in Upper Darby, Pennsylvania, and at the Elizabeth 
(N.J.) Public Library each distributed fifty copies of 
the survey to teens aged fourteen to seventeen on a 
first-come, first-serve basis. Upper Darby is located 
approximately six miles west of Philadelphia. Its 
Sellers Library serves a population of 81,821, 77.3 
percent of whom are white, 11.3 percent of whom are 
African American, 8.9 percent of whom are Asian, and 
1.6 percent of whom are Hispanic/Latino. The popu-
lation is 13.9 percent foreign-born, which is slightly 
higher than the 11.1 percent national average. About 
17.5 percent speak a language other than English at 
home, roughly equivalent to the national average of 
17.9 percent. The median annual household income 
is $41,489, 1.2 percent lower than the $41,994 national 
average.19 The Sellers Library has a YA collection locat-
ed within the children’s department, and it employs 
a full-time YA librarian. The library offers a wealth of 
young adult programs and activities, including a YA 
book group, a teen advisory board, a knitting club, a 
teen blog, monopoly and other game tournaments, a 
trading card game club, and a comic and manga club.

Located roughly fifteen miles southwest of New York 
City, Elizabeth has a diverse population of 120,568. 

It is 49.5 percent Hispanic/Latino and 20.0 percent 
African American. Elizabeth has a large immigrant 
population, with 43.9 percent being foreign-born, and 
more than two-thirds (67.5 percent) speaking a lan-
guage other than English at home. The median annual 
household income is $35,175—16.2 percent lower than 
the national average.20 The Elizabeth Public Library 
employs a full-time librarian to supervise adult and 
teen services, and it has a separate YA collection and 
room. It offers a wide variety of YA programs, including 
an anime club, an annual teen art show, a teen literary 
magazine, teen movies, a teen book discussion group, 
a teen advisory council, YA author visits, and more. 

Limitations
The main limitation of this study is the use of a con-
venience sample. The results are not assumed to be 
strictly generalizable, but rather they are an introduc-
tory step in working toward a generalizable model of 
the reasons why teens use public libraries. In addi-
tion, the results reflect the behaviors of public library 
users, as opposed to the general teen population, 
which includes both users and nonusers. 

Results
Demographics 
Of the 100 surveys, 97 usable surveys were returned, 
for a 97.0 percent return rate. Of the 97 respondents, 
54 (55.7 percent) were female, and 43 (44.3 percent) 
were male. Table 1 shows the age distribution of the 
participant group.

Respondents were asked to rate their frequency of 
public and school library use on a four-point Likert 
scale (“about once a week” “about once a month” 
“a few times a year” and “almost never”). As a group 
these teens declared much higher public library use 
than school library use, which is not surprising con-
sidering that the surveys were distributed in public 
libraries (see tables 2 and 3).

Table 1: Respondents by Age

Age No. %*

14 40 41.2 
15 20 20.6 
16 20 20.6 
17 17 17.5 

*Percents total less than 100 due to rounding.
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The difference between public library and school 
library frequency of use was statistically significant. 
(Chi-square = 61.64, p≤.01, df = 3). This should be 
interpreted as an indication that this particular group 
of teens uses public libraries considerably more fre-
quently than they use school libraries, not that their 
estimations of library use frequencies were accurate, 
as most survey respondents have difficulty accurately 
quantifying their library usage. 

The final question in Part Two asked respondents 
to indicate whether they had access to a computer at 
home. Seventy-six respondents (78.4 percent) indi-
cated that they did. This number corresponds closely 
with the Census Bureau’s October 2003 estimate that 
78.5 percent of children ages ten to seventeen had 
computers in the home.21 

Reasons for Library Visits
This discussion will focus on the first of the three 
open-ended questions: “Why did you come to the 
library today?” as it most directly relates to the 
research questions examined here.22 Responses to 
the open-ended questions were analyzed using the 
constant comparative method, the most common 
method for analyzing qualitative data.23 It involves 
repeated readings of written data while organizing 
the data into emerging themes. A coding scheme is 
developed, and, when a model is the desired final 
product, it is constructed from the various themes 
represented within the coding scheme.

Many of the respondents listed multiple reasons 
for visiting the library, bringing the total number 
of responses to 163. These 163 responses were first 

organized into thirty-one unique reasons for library 
visits, which together served as the coding scheme. 
The thirty-one reasons are listed in figure 1, with the 
number of occurrences in parentheses.

Continued analysis led to the development of 
eleven categories of reasons for library visits. Further 
analysis of the eleven library visit categories uncovered 
three main roles of the public library: (1) the Library 
As Information Gateway, (2) the Library As Social 
Interaction/Entertainment Space, and (3) the Library 
As Beneficial Physical Environment. Finally, the three 
library roles and the eleven library visit categories were 
organized into a visual model, as shown in figure 2.

In the model, the three library roles appear in 
boldface type in order from most frequently to least 
frequently cited. The library visit categories appear in 

To participate in library club meetings (25)
To check out/return books (20)
To attend library programs/events (12)
To read books/magazines at the library (11)
To check out books for personal interest/needs (8)
To read books/magazines for personal interest/needs at 
the library (8)
To use computers (8)
To browse books/To see what new books are available (6)
To do homework (5)
To do volunteer work (5)
To socialize with friends (5)
To visit a librarian/library employee (5)
To find books for homework (4)
To make new friends (4)
To play computer games (4)
To find a safe environment (3)
To have fun (3)
To research a personal hobby/interest (3)
To socialize with boyfriend/girlfriend (3)
To use computers for homework (3)
To use computers for personal interest/needs (3)
To accompany friends (2)
To do research related to homework assignments (2)
To find a quiet environment (2)
To gain knowledge (2)
To get computer game codes (2)
To get academic tutoring (1)
To get unspecified information (1)
To improve oneself (1)
To please one’s parents/guardians (1)
To work in the library (1)

Figure 1. Coding Scheme. (N = 163)

Table 2. Frequency of Public Library Use

Response No. %

About once a week 67 69.1 
About once a month 14 14.4 
A few times a year 13 13.4 
Almost never  3  3.1 

Table 3. Frequency of School Library Use

Response No. %

About once a week 17 17.5 
About once a month 27 27.8 
A few times a year 18 18.6
Almost never 35 36.1 
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lowercase letters below each corresponding library role. 
Each part of the model is explained in the next section.

The Library As Information Gateway
Of the 163 total reasons for library visits, 85 (52.1 
percent) corresponded to the Library As Information 
Gateway. This role refers to the library as provider of 
information and information access, from Internet 
and database access to book circulation to reference 
services, etc. This strong showing of library use for 
information-related purposes adds strength to the 
notion of the public library as information provider. 
The library visit categories for this role include library 
use for information related to unspecified needs, for 
information related to personal needs, and for infor-
mation related to schoolwork.

Information for Unspecified Needs
Of the 85 answers that corresponded to the Library 
as Information Gateway, 40 referred to “Information 
for Unspecified Needs.” In these cases respondents 
listed information of some type as the impetus for 
their visits, without explaining why they needed it. 
These responses included “to check out books,” “to 
get information off of the computer,” “to do some 
researching on the computer,” and so on.

Information for Personal Needs
Thirty of the 85 answers that corresponded to this 
library role represented “Information for Personal 

Needs.” These reasons addressed topics of leisure 
or private interest, such as celebrity photographs, 
computer game codes, music lyrics, and other simi-
lar topics.

Information for Schoolwork Needs
The remaining fifteen responses for this role involved 
“Information for Schoolwork Needs.” For example, 
one teen had gone to the library “to use the Internet 
to do a summer assignment.” Another needed “to 
work on [his] AP English assignment.” Still another 
wanted “to find a book for [her] summer reading 
assignment.”

Some authors have argued that the Internet might 
be a competitor to the public library.24 On the con-
trary, Internet use played a significant role in all three 
of the library visit categories for this role. It seems 
that for many of these teens the public library is one 
place to go to access the Internet, rather than an 
alternative option. 

The Library As Social Interaction/
Entertainment Space
Of the 163 total responses, 63 (38.7 percent) cor-
responded to the Library as Social Interaction/
Entertainment Space. Reasons related to this role 
involved creating and maintaining social relation-
ships, or simply seeking opportunities for amuse-
ment. The library visit categories for this role include 
organized entertainment, interaction with peers, 
unorganized entertainment, and interaction with 
library staff.

Organized Entertainment 
Thirty-seven responses referred to “organized 
entertainment,” or to programs and other events at 
the library. For example, one teen had gone to the 
library “to watch a movie.” Another was “[t]here for 
a weekly meeting of the knitting/crocheting club.” 

Interaction with Peers
Fourteen respondents indicated that they used 
their libraries for “interaction with peers.” They list-
ed reasons for visiting the library such as “to meet 
my friends,” “to hang out with my boyfriend,” “to 
have fun and meet new people” and “to talk with 
my friends.”

Unorganized Entertainment
An additional seven responses dealt with “unorga-
nized entertainment.” These reasons included 
“to play on the computer and read anime books,” 

Library As Information Gateway

information for unspecified needs
information for personal needs
information for schoolwork needs

Library As Social Interaction/entertainment Space

organized entertainment
interaction with peers
unorganized entertainment
interaction with library staff

Library As Beneficial Physical Environment

refuge
community improvement
personal improvement
financial support

Figure 2. The Role of the Public Library in 
Teens’ Lives
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“to play games,” and to engage in other, unstruc-
tured activities.

Interaction with Library Staff
Five responses involved “Interaction with Library 
Staff.” For instance, one girl wrote that she had gone 
to the library to see the YA librarian, whom she men-
tioned by name and called her “Mommy #2.” Three 
other respondents also identified their YA librarians 
by name.

Thus, more than one-third of the library use reasons 
involved social and entertainment purposes. As Cook, 
Parker, and Pettijohn have suggested, “With appropri-
ate strategies, public libraries can be relevant to young 
teen patrons. However, it will require the library to 
focus more on the social aspects of a teen’s life, rather 
than simply helping them with their homework.”25 

The Library As Beneficial 
Physical Environment 
Of the 163 total responses, 15 (9.2 percent) cor-
responded to the Library As Beneficial Physical 
Environment. That is, nearly one out of every ten 
reasons indicated that the respondents went to their 
libraries seeking a positive atmosphere, as opposed 
to seeking information, social interaction, or enter-
tainment. The library visit categories for this role 
include: refuge, community improvement, personal 
improvement, and financial support.

Refuge
Five respondents indicated that they had gone to 
the library seeking some form of refuge, from dan-
gerous home lives, from family members, or simply 
from noise. For example, one teen called the library 
“a quiet place to get away from family.” Another 
was seeking “a quiet place to study for [his] finals.” 
Another sought “a safe place to go after school.”

Community Improvement
Five respondents were using their libraries as a meth-
od of “Community Improvement,” that is, to do vol-
unteer work there. As one boy wrote, “I came to help. 
I came for volunteering.”

Personal Improvement
Four of the fifteen reasons associated with this role 
involved “Personal Improvement.” For example, one 
boy wrote that he had come to the library “to enjoy 
and reap its educational benefits.” One of the girls 
wanted, “to improve [her] reading and communica-
tion skills.”

Financial Support
Finally, one respondent used her library for 
“Financial Support.” She wrote that she had gone to 
the library “to come to work and earn some money.”

Bernier rejected the idea of public libraries as 
safe places: “Libraries cannot deliver safe spaces 
any better than we can insure that wisdom will 
come to those reading our collections. And we 
should not promise that we can.”26 While it is true 
that libraries can never be entirely safe places, with 
no possible risk of danger for their users, in many 
cases libraries are probably safer places for teens 
than their neighborhoods. Regardless, this study 
indicates that some teens do view libraries as ref-
uges, and that the physical environment of libraries 
is significant to them.

Implications for Practice
Public librarians who work with teens can use the 
model presented here as a guide for increasing 
the appeal of their libraries to young adults. Some 
suggestions for resources, programs, and services 
relating to each of the three library roles are dis-
cussed next.

The Library As Information Gateway
■ Create a “Homework Helper” Web page within the 

library’s Web site to point YAs to recommended 
reference tools, free online homework assistance 
services, useful library databases, and other 
relevant online resources.

■ Develop a “Popular Hobbies” Web page within 
the library’s Web site. Include links to movie- and 
TV-related Web sites, online teen magazines, teen 
book reviews, and “Top 10” book lists for new YA 
titles, sports biographies, graphic novels, and so 
forth

■ Create eye-catching displays of new YA books, and 
provide forms for teens to recommend new titles 
and new series to collect.

■ Set up a “Magazine Trade” box to let teens bring in 
magazines that they have finished and exchange 
them for magazines that other teens have left.

■ Offer informal classes to teach teens how to use 
library databases.

The Library As Social Interaction/
Entertainment Space

■ Organize teen-friendly library clubs, such as 
drawing clubs, knitting clubs, and chess clubs.
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■ Offer programs with entertainment value, such as 
movies, dance shows, and storytelling.

■ Provide inexpensive entertainment/socialization 
materials for unstructured use, such as decks of 
cards, board games, and Web pages with links to 
free online games.

■ Designate a separate Teen Room in the library, 
where YAs can play music, play card games, and 
board games, hold library club meetings, or 
browse teen magazines without disturbing patrons 
in other parts of the library.

■ Distribute brief questionnaires to solicit 
programming ideas. Try offering a short list of 
possible programs and asking teens to circle those 
they’d be likely to attend. Conclude by asking, 
“What other kinds of programs and events would 
you like to have at your library?”

The Library As Beneficial 
Physical Environment

■ Create a Web page with links to vocabulary-
building games and lists of great books.

■ Create bookmark-sized pathfinders relating to 
college and career information.

■ Designate a small room or corner of a room as a 
Teen Study/Reading Area, a quiet space with a few 
tables and a computer with library database access.

■ Provide volunteer opportunities for teens, such 
as programming assistants, teen advisory board 
members, and grade school homework helpers.

■ Consider hiring teens for part-time positions in YA 
and children’s services.

Conclusion
These are just a few sample ideas. The most basic 
lesson to be learned from this research, and much 
more important than specific service and program-
ming ideas, is that we need to think about public 
libraries as more than just information providers, as 
only about half of the reasons for library use found 
here involved information gathering. Instead, we 
need to think of libraries as combined Information 
Gateways, Social Interaction/Entertainment Spaces, 
and Beneficial Physical Environments. With this view 
of libraries in mind, we can support a fuller range of 
teen interests and needs and make libraries more sig-
nificant forces in teens’ lives.  
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